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IMOS Bulletin 
Issue #88 March 2020 
Welcome to the IMOS Bulletin. Please feel free to distribute this email bulletin to others. The Bulletin is also available for 
download from the website at http://imos.org.au/news/news-publications/bulletin/.  
If you have any comments or questions regarding the IMOS Bulletin please contact IMOS Communications, 
communication@imos.org.au. 

Update from the IMOS Director regarding changed working conditions for the IMOS office and 
AODN staff due to COVID-19 
 
The University of Tasmania have advised that from Monday 16 March staff in the Institute for Marine and Antarctic 
Studies building, where the IMOS and AODN staff are based, are requested to work from home for the foreseeable 
future as a health and safety measure based on the COVID-19 situation.  
  
Consequently, the IMOS office and AODN staff have made arrangements to work from home where feasible. While we 
don’t anticipate any major disruptions to office activities, and will work to minimize these, it is possible that the 
transition to working from home will have some flow-on effects for the progress of some elements of the IMOS Office 
and AODN programs. We will keep you informed as required on any impacts on business continuity. In keeping with the 
stance of Governments and the University, IMOS views the well-being of our staff as primary importance. 
   
At this stage we are not aware of any positive cases within the IMOS community, and with the measures in place from 
today I hope the impact on our people and the IMOS mission can be minimized. 
  
Finally, thanks very much for all that you do to support and facilitate IMOS operations. It is the strength and dedication 
of our community that makes this program work. Please feel free to contact myself, Jo or Indi if you have any questions 
or concerns about the info above. We hope you are all safe and healthy and look forward to working with you as we 
develop our forward plans. 
 
Michelle Heupel 
 
Michelle.Heupel@utas.edu.au 
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The latest news from the Australian Ocean Data Network (AODN) 
 
New data collections available via the AODN Portal: 
 
New gridded Temperature Time Series product from IMOS moorings. IMOS continues to develop products that make 
IMOS mooring data more accessible and practical to use.  The GRIDDED Time Series combines and linearly interpolates 
quality-controlled temperature registers from a mooring site into a defined set of target depths, and one-hour time 
intervals. More information.  
 
The IMOS data holdings are detailed in a suite of reports generated by the AODN on a monthly basis. The 
summary reports for February 2020 can be downloaded directly via the IMOS website 
http://imos.org.au/data/data/datareports/.  
 

Expressions of Interest open for IMOS New Technology Proving Facility 

The New Technology Proving Facility in IMOS is an exciting opportunity to direct investment into piloting new 
technologies, methods, and approaches. In its second year IMOS will prioritise opportunities that can improve efficiency 
or effectiveness (in either equipment or software/data resources), fill existing gaps (e.g. biological observing), create 
impact and enhance our outputs. This includes the potential for products or software platforms that increase the 
uptake, use and applicability of existing IMOS data streams. 

The Process  

Stage one EOIs are to be submitted via an online form which can be accessed here. 

EOIs will be assessed by the IMOS Science and Technology Advisory Committee (STAC) against the criteria set out here. 

Anticipated timelines are: 

• EOIs due Friday 24 April 2020 
• Notification of EOI success mid-May 
• Requested full proposals due Friday 26 June 2020 
• Notification of success early August 
• Anticipated project start date 1 September 2020 

Projects can be proposed for up to two years in length, and up to a maximum value of $200K over the two years 
(excluding co-investment). 

For more information: http://imos.org.au/facilities/newtechnologyproving/ 
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Important: update to our NCRIS acknowledgement statement 

The Department of Education, Skills and Employment have recently updated the wording of how NCRIS capabilities need 
to acknowledge NCRIS funding. IMOS has updated our acknowledgement statement to the following: 
 
Australia’s Integrated Marine Observing System (IMOS) is enabled by the National Collaborative Research 
Infrastructure Strategy (NCRIS). It is operated by a consortium of institutions as an unincorporated joint venture, with 
the University of Tasmania as Lead Agent. 
 
Any users of IMOS data are required to clearly acknowledge the source of the material with this new statement. In 
particular in publications and presentations. We have updated the PowerPoint template and the IMOS Factsheet which 
can be downloaded from the IMOS resources page http://imos.org.au/about/resources/, along with the IMOS logo files.  

If you require the NCRIS logo or the full IMOS cloud of logos (which includes the new statement, NCRIS logo, and the 
Principal and Associate Participant logos) please contact IMOS Communications communication@imos.org.au. 

Have you used IMOS data? We want to hear about it. 

If you have used or are using IMOS data, it's simple to let us know through our new self-reporting links on our website.  
http://imos.org.au/news/user-reporting/.  

IMOS Activity Planning 

You can now view an interactive map of the IMOS Facilities and their planned activities for 2019-20 on the IMOS website 
at http://imos.org.au/facilities/imosactivityplanning/.  
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OceanCurrent News 
 
The IMOS Ocean Current SSTAARS maps and IMOS ocean gliders helped to monitor warming ocean temperatures on the 
Great Barrier Reef (GBR) during the Marine Heatwave event which started in mid-January. IMOS responded to the high 
ocean temperatures on the GBR by mobilising our glider fleet into regions of greatest concern. The Great Barrier Reef 
Marine Park Authority noted on 12 March that with stronger winds, cloud cover and rain over the Reef, sea surface 
temperatures were reducing across the Reef. 
 

 
 
 
Read the full story at the IMOS OceanCurrent website. 
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Paper of the month 
This month we’d like to highlight the following paper that references IMOS data: 
Hindell MA, Reisinger RR, Ropert-Coudert Y et al. 2020 Tracking of marine predators to protect Southern 
Ocean ecosystems. Nature.   
 
Satellite tracking of marine predators in the Southern Ocean has revealed key ecological areas under 
disproportionate pressure from human activities. The results of this paper show the value of tracking data for 
informing conservation efforts. 
 
The report analyses tracking data from 4,060 individuals of 17 species of marine predators, including IMOS 
Animal Tracking data, and suggest a way to use such data to predict key ecological regions in the Southern 
Ocean.  
 
Tracking data were collected between 1991 and 2016 using electronic tags attached to the animals. These tags 
provided location estimates (obtained using satellite information or other methods) as the animals migrated.  
 
The authors used some of these data (for 2,823 individuals) to develop predictive models to identify crucial 
habitats in the Antarctic region for all of the predator species combined. These integrated results provide a 
spatially defined assessment of areas of high biodiversity that includes species across multiple levels of the 
food chain in the Southern Ocean. 
 
To read the full paper: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2126-y  
 
 

 


